
With a diverse international group spanning a wide range of cultural backgrounds, it was interesting to filter through 
the comments which reflected not only the students’ evaluation of the course but also UNIS and the unique surround-

ings of Svalbard. Positive remarks varied from; a smile face            , to comments such as “I love it!” and “FANTASTIC 
COURSE!!” Proud teachers herald this as a success despite bad weather conditions that frustrated everyone, cutting 
short field work and keeping students in the classroom looking at core samples instead. 

High Arctic weather conditions are unpredictable, and this May offered “To much snow” or “Less snow could be pre-
ferred”, as expressed in the course evaluation by the students. These comments have given our organizers food for 
thought. In 2012, this course will run much later in the year, when rocks are visible and the chance of bad weather is 
less. This however is a question of good or bad fortune. 

With the course now scheduled to run in the autumn semester, with the hope of more favorable weather conditions 
and the scheduled five days of field work the organizers are convinced it is possible to make the second year more 
dynamic than the first.

“We do not need good luck, but we wouldn’t say no if we got a dose – we prefer SUNNY SCIENCE!”  (quote: A. Braathen)

Cathy Braathen - cathyb@unis.no 
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Longyearbyen Co2 Lab

In May 2011 headed by Snorre Olaussen and 7 guest 
lectures, (from Statoil, SNSK, NPD, UNIB/CIPR, 
University of Oslo, and Norsar) The Longyearbyen 
CO2 Lab ran its first course in“Geological Con-
straints of CO2 sequestration”.

 Up holding the international tradition of UNIS out 
of the seven participants five male and 2 women 
six different countries were represented dem-
onstrating that CO2 storage is a global concern. 
These included India, Greece, Germany, Britain, 
Czech Republic, and Norway.

AG-341 – an Arctic success
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Longyearbyen Co2 Lab

For those of you that attended the workshop at Thon Hotel Oslo you will already be familiar with the work of Kairo-
studio the Italian video / animation company sponsored by the Svalbard environmental protection fund that has been work-
ing for many months on an educational animation of CO2 Carbon Capture and Storage featuring The Longyearbyen 
CO2 Lab. 

The Kairostudio hopes to be finished by Christmas and now have released a trailer of there work on Youtube. This is 
well worth taking the time to watch.

Follow The Arctic Adventures of Dioxy - 
As she conducts the CO2  molecules through the pipeline to conversion.

The Kairostudio would like to hear your comments. 

Studio Kairòs
Strada Fornace, 23 - 43100 Parma - Italia
Tel. and fax (+39) 0521 639525
e-mail studio.kairos3@gmail.com  
web: www.kairostudio.it
youtube: http://www.youtube.com/user/TheKairostudio 

http://www.youtube.com/user/TheKairostudio#p/u/0/nTw701t8BGQ


